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On the 1st of May, the whole of progressive mankind was 
marking May Day - the International Day of working class soli
darity, the day of world-wide demonstrations for working class 
demands* This is the day when we also in the African National 
Congress and indeed the majority of the South African working 
'class and the rest of our •struggliig people re-dedicate our
selves to rid our country of the scourge of apartheid and also 
expressing our solidaiity with the working class of countries 
under fascist rule like in Chile, Uruguay and many others. 
This is a day on which we briefly look back at the glorious 
road that our working people have travelled and also re-affirm 
our determination to achieve our goals for the future South 
Afirica as laid down in the Freedom Charter. 

The discoveries of diamonds and gold in the 1870s and 
1880s and the consequent industrialisation process-brought 
about the emergence of the working class in South Africa. 
T^eee] discoveries also influenced the attitude of the British 
government towards our country and due to its drive for super* 
profits, Britain waged wars of dispossession on our peoplewith 
the sole purpose of forcing our people to the mines as source 
of cheap labour* After the wars which* Britain''won, not with
out ̂resistance- f*om our people', heavy taxes were imposed which 
could be only payable by either selling one's livestock or by 
selling one98 labour power to the mining magnates* 
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NATIONAL UNITY 

The defeat of our people by colonialists brought home to 
them that unity was necessary to fight their enemy* National 
consciousness began to flourish and political organisations 
began to flourish, the first being Imbumba yama^Afrika founded 
in the Cape in 1882, Similar organisations were founded also 
in the Transvaal, Natal and the OFS. The treachery of the 
British of granting self-rule to the minority white section of 
South Africa with the formation of the Union in 1910, further 
proved to our people that unity alone could make their voices 
heard and as a result the ANC was founded on January 8, 1912, 
a movement that worked and continues to work for the unity of 
all the oppressed- people of our country. 

As the mining industry developed, other sections of indu-* 
stry sprung up thus drawing more and more of our people to the 
labour movement. By 1906 the labour force of the Africans in 
thr* mines was 94*000, most of whom having been recruited in 
Mozambique, the British colonies and within South Africa itself. 
The mines made the Africans to enter the field of class organi
sation and struggle, coming on strike for higher wa^es as early 
as 1882. 

ORGANISATION 

With the development of the South African economy, the 
labour movement also grew in strength and organisation. Inspi
red by the British Labour Party, the South African Labour Parly 
was formed as the first working class party although it repre-* 
sented only white workers. Later, because of disunity within 
the Labour Party on the question of the first imperialist war 
(First World War), progressive leaders within it decided to 
found the International Socialist League (ISL) in September 
1915* The ISL from its very foundation decided to work close
ly with the African workers and as a result founded the first 
trade union for Africans, the .Industrial Workers1 of Africa, 
which was later absorbed into the Industrie and Commercial 

• 

Workers1 Union founded by Clemence Kadalie in Cape Town in 193-9 
following the dock workers* strike in the Gape. 

On July 30 to August 1st 1921, the Communist Party of 
South Africa was formed by delegates from almost all socialist 
organisations in the couatry. This marked an important land
mark the history of the working class struggle and indeed 
the history of our country itself. 
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ECONOMIC CRISIS 

Because of the poet-war economic crisis, the British and 
South African mine owners resolved upon a policy of lowering 
labour costs with the purpose of avoiding a fall in their pro
fit* The African workers at that time, as it is still the case 
now, were the lowest paid miners* The mine industrialists de
cided therefore to cut the cost of buying the labour power of 
white workers by reducing the proportion of White to Black 
workers, transferring some semi-skilled jobs to black workers 
at lower rates of pay. This resulted in the strike referred to 
as the "Hand Revolt", involving the entire white working class 
in the Witwatersrand with far-reachirur political demands and 
consequences. This strike which lasted for three months invol
ving bloody clashes between workers and the army showed the 
effeots of the divide-and-rule tactics employed by the impe
rialists* The white working class, as their, demands showed 
did not and still do not realise that the black working class 
are their class brothers- and that their interests are comnon. 

In 1924* the Smuts government passed the Industrial Con
ciliation Act which provided legal recogiition of trade unions. 
The worst provision of this act was its definition of the word 
•employee* which excluded 'the pass carrying native1 thus 
making sure that the majority of the population, the black 
workers, are excluded ffcom the rigjit to fonn legally reoogni-
sed trade unions. 

POWERFUL INSTRUMENT 
The ICO which had flourished mightily during tiiis decade 

and had-become a most powerful instrument of the voiceless 
African Workers, both in town and country, finally disinter-
grated beoause of political weakness of its leadership. It 
had however, awakened revolutionary national and class cons
ciousness among tens of thousands* It had taught them lessons 
in organisation and unity* It awakened and mobilised many of 
the. working class cadres of the Congresa trade union movements 
and the Communist Party for the stern struggles ahead. And it 
was these oadres who set to work to organise industrial trade 
unions for Africans workers on sound and militant lines* 

The3e were the cadres who founded the Transvaal Council 
of Non-European Trade Onions in 1941 that enjoyed the member
ship of the Mine Workers • Union which led. the 1946 Miners • 
Strike with leaders like "Qhcle" J.B. Marks at the head of the 
Onion. The ANC and CPSA alliance grew stronger each pa'ssing 
year and in 1.9*7, the theft President General of the AUC J.J. 
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Guaode declared in an annual conference in July that: "Of all 
political Parties, the Comnmist Party is the only one that 
honestly and sincerely finite for the oppreoeed people". This 
unity in action grew up to this day. 

The "Defend ftpee Speech" convention which had been cal
led in March 1950 in Johannesburg by the Transvaal branch of 
the AMCf Transvaal Indian Congress, African People

1 a Organisa
tion and the Johannesburg branch of the CPSA decided on calling 
a national stay-at-home strike for Kay 1st 1950 in protest 
against the arbitrary bans that wen being isiposed on the 
leaders of the working class and the national liberation move
ment. The strike broutfit the whole of the Reef's industry to 
a standstill and, angered by the success of the strike and 
acting on orders ffcom the bosses, the racist police later in 
the evening shot and killed 18 pf our people and wounded more 
than JO others. 

WAVE OF ANGER 
* 

A wave of anger and indignation sxxread throughout the 
country. It was against this background that the Malan Govern
ment introduced and passed the Suppression of Communism Act 
whose terms outlawed the Communist Party and made it a crime to 
defend or advocate "the doctrine of Marxian socialism or any 
related doctrine" and. the definition of coanunism was so wide 
that it Included. "any doo trine or scheme which aimed at bring
ing about social change by means of unlawful acts". 

After the events of May 1st the activists of the CP9 ANC 
and 6AIC worked vigorously to campaign for the National Day of 
Protest against the killings of May 1st. This campaign turned 
out to be of great success as put clearly by the statement 
issued-by the National Bay of Protest Co-ordinating Committee: 
"Never before had the country witnessed such a demonstration 
of fraternal solidarity and unity of purpose by all political 
sections of the Son-European people in the struggle to secure 
econcaaic and political emancipation". 

June 26 has gone down in the history of our people as 
South Africa's Freedom Day. It is this day that symbolises 
the development of unity 'of our national and class struggles. 
It is also important to note that we in the ANC and all our 
allies are marking this year as the Year of the Freedom Char
ter and the Year of the Worker as declared by both the ABC and 
SACTCT respectively. This is so because thi6 year marks the 
25th anniversaries of two major evente, i.e. the adoption of 
the Freedom Charter at the historic Congress of the People 



on June 26, 1955 and the foundation of the South African Cong
ress of Trade Unions on March 5 of the same year* SACTU was 
the first trade union federation in South Africa truly to 
fight both the political and industrial colour bars in word 
and in deed. 

In this year all patriotic South Africans are re-assess
ing the current phase of the liberation struggle in the light 
of the ideas of the Freedom Charter, "the beacon to the Cong
ress Movement and an inspiration to the people of South Africa1! 
to quote our leader Comrade Nelson Mandela* 

YEAR OF THE WORKER 
The fact that SACTU declared I960 the Year for the mobi

lisation of Worker is complimentary and essential to the real
isation of 1980 as the Year of the Freedom Charter. The Free
dom Charter points the way out of the existing system of 
greed and super-exploitation of our wealth and labour with its 
bold assertion that "THE PEOPLE SHALL SHaRE IN THE 
COUNTRY'S WEALTH" and "THE LASS SHALL BE SHARED AMONG THOSE 
WHO WORK IT" so as to uplift the well being of all the people 
in our country without any discrimination. That is why our 
document "Strategy and Tactics of the ASC" states that: 

"Our drive towards national emancipation is 
therefore in a very real way bound up with 
economic emancipation. We have suffered 
more than just racial • humiliation. Our 
people are deprived of their due in the count
ry's wealth} their skills have been suppres
sed and. poverty and starvation has been their 
life experience. The correction of these 
centuries-old injustices lies at the very 
core of our national aspirations". 

BEST GUARANTEE 
That is why the best guarantee of the implementation of 

this aspect of our Freedom Charter, and even other aspects, 
is the leadership of the working people in the national libe
ration movement. 

Wiehahn and his masters clearly recognising the power of 
the Black workers and their central role in the National . 
Liberation Movement are trying ceaselessly to avert this role 
by cocking up petty concessions which at the end of it all 
turn out to be re-enforcing Apartheid. Again the Freedom 
Charte.r comes out against all features of exploitation and 
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offers a revolutionary alternative to the reactionary strategy 
of industrial masters and their Apartheid regime* 

THEHE SHALL BE WGBK AND SECDRIOTf. "All Who vork shall 
be free to fOHL trade \oiion89 to select their officers and to 
moke tags agreements with their employers; the state shall 
reoognise the right and duty of all to work, and to draw fall 
unemployment benefits". 

Botha9s national strategy requires us at this phase of 
o-;r struggle to intensify the political mobilisation of all 
oar oppressed people, especially our working people, to orga
nise workers wherever they may be found to struggle for better 
working conditions and higher wages, because it is in the 
struggle that experience will teach our workers that a trade 
union is an instrument for change, for the overthrow of Apart
heid* It is a fact that a withdrawal of the Black labour 
power can bring the economy of the South African regime to a 
standstill because South Africa is what it is mainly beoause 
of the blood and sweat of the Black workers who constitute the 
majority of the working olass in South Africa. 

WORKERS UNITY 
It is tlierefore necessary that in this Year of the Work

er, we also work towards the strengthening of SACTU and the 
consolidation of workers1 unity in our country• In the words 
of our President Comrade O.K. Tambo: 

"Aa against the Apartheid regime's survival 
strategy, we have a strategy for victory 
whose indispensible imperative ie unity 
in action, a sustained and ever-growing 
attack and resistance on all fronts, and 
which requires constant consultation among 
all our patriotic people at national, 
regional and local levels, to ensure a co
ordinated offensive for the attainment of 
agreed strategic and tactical goals". 

In thie Year of the Freedom Charter and the Year of the 
Worker, let as rededicate ourselves to redoubling our efforts 
on all frents so as to ensure the achievement of the aspira
tions of our people as laid down in the Freedom Charter. 

• 
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LONG UVE 1ST OF MAY! 


